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Abstract

In wind turbines, flow pressure variations on the air-structure interface cause aerody-
namic forces. Consequently the structure deforms and starts to move. The interaction
between aerodynamic forces and structural deformations mainly concerns aeroelas-
ticity. Since these two are coupled, they have to be considered simultaneously in
cases which the deformations are not negligible in comparison to the other geometric
dimensions. The purpose of this work is to improve the simulation model of a vertical
axis wind turbine by modifying the structural model from undamped Euler-Bernoulli
beam theory with lumped mass matrix to the more advanced Timoshenko beam the-
ory with consistent mass matrix plus an additional damping term. The bending of the
beam is then unified with longitudinal and torsional deformations based on a fixed-
shape cross-section assumption and the Saint-Venant torsion theory. The whole work
has been carried out by implementing the finite element method using MATLAB
code and implanting it in a previously developed package as a complement. Finally
the results have been verified by qualitative comparisons with alternative simulations.

keywords: vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT), finite element method (FEM), Timo-
shenko beam theory, structural damping, modal measurement.
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Nomenclature

a,A acceleration (m/s2), area (m2)

C damping ratio (Ns/m)

E elastic modulus (N/m2)

f force (N)

fn natural frequency (Hz)

G, g Shear modulus (N/m2),Mass center

I surface moment of inertis (m4)

J torsional stiffness (m4)

L, l element length, length (m)

M mass (kg)

N shape function

O coordinate origin

p perimeter

q force distribution (N/m)

S area (m2)

sh shear center

t time (s)

u deformation in x direction (m)

v deformaiton in y direction (m)

w deformation in z direction (m)

ρ density (kg/m3)

ϕ angular deformation (rad)
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κ Timoshenko shear factor

δ displacement

τ shear stress (N/m2)

γ shear strain

α angular rotation

θ angular deformation

2



1. Introduction

Depletion of fossil fuels, climate change due to excessive emission of greenhouse
gases, and phenomena such as economical instability as a result of the changing price
of crude oil, push mankind toward more reliable sources of energy.
One of the most popular renewable energy sources is wind. Various types of energy
converter machines have been developed and put to use to transform wind energy to
either mechanical or electrical power. One of them is the vertical axis wind turbine,
which has the potential to be the most cost effective concepts among others [1].

1.1 Wind Turbine History

The history of wind energy goes back to 5000 BC when ancient Egyptians were
using sailboats, based on the old drawings found on the wall of the cave in that
land. The earliest record of using windmills dates back to 2200 years ago when
drag based VAWTs (vertical axis wind turbine) were used to do mechanical work
such as grinding and pumping water in Persia. The use of wind turbines in Europe
was first recorded in England in the 11th and 12th century. Germans also started to
use wind turbines in the late 12th century, however the first windmill that generated
electricity was built in 1887 by a Scottish academician called James Blyth. This tur-
bine was used to charge batteries for lighting a cottage. Old wind mills were mainly
made of wood, using the aerodynamic drag force and could hardly exceed 10 kW in
power production. However by further progression in technology, lift based turbines
became more popular as they were found to be more efficient. Although using wind-
mills were always known to be a green and sustainable method of harvesting energy,
it was not the cheapest energy source so it has just been recognized to be useful in
inaccessible areas, far from cities and grid lines. This is the reason that for example
in the United States most of the windmills that were built during the 2nd world war
were on farms and close to the wells located in scattered villages.
During the last few decades the turn of interest towards wind energy developed new
aspects; unlike a century ago where the main reason of utilizing wind energy was
lack of extended electrical grid and widely scattered population or research applica-
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tions. It is now a way to approach a sustainable future and providing energy for the
next generations. The chart below shows the globally installed wind turbine power
capacity since 1991. It can be seen that it has almost doubled every three years,
that is relatively much faster than total population growth, and even world energy
consumption growth [2], [3].

Figure 1.1: Total electricity generation capacity of wind turbines around the globe.
Relatively the growth is much faster than world energy consumption which doubles
almost every 20 years [4, p10]

1.2 Outline of the thesis

Harvesting energy from a wind turbine has two main stages, namely transforming
aerodynamic energy to mechanical rotation and the rotation to the electricity. In or-
der to be able to produce a robust wind turbine, it is a necessity to take advantage
of appropriate theories and a reliable simulation model. These may contribute to
estimate the stress distribution reliably, which cannot be gained from the earlier sim-
ulations. This is mainly considered because of its application in damage theories or
more specifically fatigue failure, which is the main cause of the failure in this concept.
One of the reasons that this concept left almost unattended few decades ago, was the
disability to analyse the effect of oscillating load on its life span. To achieve this goal
the, researchers in Uppsala University have initiated and accomplished a simulation
model, nevertheless it has the potential to be developed and is being developed and
elaborated at the time. The foundation of the thesis is based on [5] which describes an
aeroelastic model that has the purpose of stability check and estimation of the critical
wind speed. The purpose of this work though is to accomplish a simulation model
that can be used to obtain a reliable time domain response.
In the second chapter of the thesis different structural models have been discussed.
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First the Euler-Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam theory are formulated for dynamic
loading, then numerical methods or more specifically the FEM (Finite Element Method)
is explained, and in the last part of the chapter the general FE formulations of the two
beam theories are shown. In chapter three methods of implementing the theories that
discussed earlier are presented specially by considering the turbine structure. The
characteristic values that need to be evaluated for the structural analysis are calcu-
lated, and certain assumptions are made to make the procedure simpler and to avoid
unnecessary complexities. Finally, in order to complete the matrix equation, time
integration algorithm and a strategy to consider the damping ratio are chosen.
In the last two chapters the results are shown and compared either between different
approaches of the current simulation or between the current simulation and the former
one. Finally the conclusion is presented in the fifth chapter. The simulation programs
are also included as appendices, which are either the test codes or the modules that
have been replaced or implanted in the former simulation package.
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2. Models and Theory

Aerodynamics and structural mechanics, are each by themselves vast subjects of Me-
chanical Engineering, however it is a fact that in order to analyse a machine which
has to confront both of these, one has to consider more than just dealing with each of
them individually. Flutter for example is a well known phenomena that occurs from
the interaction of these two areas of mechanics that is brutally destructive, and the
Tacoma Narrows bridge incident is a pitiful proof of this matter [6].
The coupling of aerodynamics and structural mechanics give birth to a class of multi-
physics mechanics named aeroelasticity. Aeroelastic analysis is of significant impor-
tance to aeronautic, turbine design, and it also has to be considered for the bridge and
tower design.
The old simulation model used the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and lumped mass
matrix, which made the accuracy unacceptable for rather large deformations, and
lumped mass matrix may cause errors and instability in time integration algorithm
specially when the structure in hand is rather complicated and consists of several
components, joints, and large number of elements. For more information and com-
parison of the methods see [7], [8]. To see the difference that is caused by the ap-
plication of different theories, few simulations have been made which are presenting
various models that applied on a simple structure with the purpose of comparison.
These are presented in the results chapter.

2.1 Euler-Bernoulli Beam theory

Solving a full structure deformation problem based on linear elasticity assumption,
yields a system of 15 partial differential equations for static (quasi static) loading
and 18 equations for dynamic loading i.e. equilibrium, kinematic, and constitutive
relations, which are called field equations. They contain the same number of un-
knowns, namely 6 stress tensor scalars, 6 strain scalars, 3 deformation scalars and for
a dynamic system another 3 displacement acceleration scalars, which are members of
acceleration vector field. Solving these equations analytically for a general 3D struc-
ture with any arbitrary boundary conditions is not possible and for those special cases
that it actually is possible, it is still more efficient to utilize numerical approximation
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instead [9]. The main advantages of numerical methods or the so called numerical
analysis approach is that adequate accuracy can be achieved, thanks to the new gen-
eration of fast computers which make calculations cheaper and faster every day, and
it also has the advantage of being applicable to all types of solution domains and
boundary conditions.
Numerical methods offer the advantage of simplifying the solution for complex equa-
tions but there might be a way to simplify the equations considerably in certain con-
ditions too. These conditions are concerned when dealing with structures that one or
two dimensions are dominating. Shell and beam made structures are as such. Their
geometry makes it reasonable to implement simplifying assumptions that will reduce
the effort to solve them to a great degree. Each set of these assumptions leads to the
theory of their own; the very famous ones for beam structures are the Euler-Bernoulli
beam theory and the Timoshenko beam theory.
Since the wind turbines are mainly constructed from slender parts, it is reasonable to
assume that each blade, strut, shaft, or even tower acts like a beam.
The most simple available beam theory is called Euler-Bernoulli beam theory which
was the first reliable theory developed around 1750’s , but there were earlier attempts
to formulate a beam deformation by Galileo Galilei, Leonardo da Vinci and Jacob
Bernoulli, which despite the significant discoveries did not lead to a useful theory.
The Euler-Bernoulli model has been superseded by Perry Robertson theory later
which has the same basis, and it includes the initial deflection of the beam [10],
[11]. Considering a small element of a beam with the force distribution q(N/m) ,
acceleration a(m/s2), shear force V(N) and momentum M(Nm) as shown below.

Figure 2.1: infinite small beam element
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The differential equation representing the beam reaction to the distributed force
is derived by writing the second Newton’s law and the bending deformation relation,
but first it is important to mention the assumptions which are the main foundation of
the theory [12, chapter 17].

• Plane sections normal to the beam axis remain plain and normal to the beam
axis during the deformation. ( This is the main assumption of the engineering
beam theory which dates back to Jacob Bernoulli (1654-1705) )

• The beam cross-section is symmetric around the deformation axis, so the de-
formation only occurs in the force-beam axis plane.

• The beam material is linear elastic.

• The deformations are small in comparison to beam thickness.

The consequences of these assumptions lead to the following load-deformation for-
mulation

d2

dx2

(
EI

d2w

dx2

)
= q(x). (2.1)

If the beam is allowed to oscillate it will be formulated as:

∂2

∂x2

(
EI

∂2w

∂x2

)
+ ρA

∂2w

∂t2
= q(x, t). (2.2)

To see the complete solution for general beam refer to [7].

2.2 Timoshenko Beam theory

Stephen Timoshenko developed a theory for beam deformation at the beginning of
the 20th century which had a wider range of validity in comparison to the former
Euler-Bernoulli theory. By considering the effect of shear stress and shear strain this
theory is more reliable for larger deformations, shorter beams and wave propagation
for wavelengths close to the thickness of the beam. The kinematic assumptions of
this theory for quasi-static loading are:

ux(x, y, z) = −zϕ(x), uy(x, y, z) = 0, uz(x, y) = w(x). (2.3)

These equations are the mathematical description of the statements “ plane sections
that are normal to the beam axis, remain plane after the deformation ” but unlike the
Euler-Bernoulli theory, because of the shear stress ”plane sections that are normal to
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the beam axis don’t remain normal to the beam axis after the deformation”.
Unifying equations (2.3) with hook’s law, one can conclude:


d2

dx2

(
EI

dϕ

dx

)
= q(x, t)

dw

dx
= ϕ− 1

κAG

d

dx

(
EI

dϕ

dx

) (2.4)

that if
EI

κl2AG
� 1,

the system of equations will approach Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. It is possible to
combine two equations for homogeneous, isotropic, constant cross-section beam as
follows:

EI
d4w

dx4
= q(x)− EI

κAG

d2q

dx2
. (2.5)

Considering the dynamic displacement, the system can be described by the following
equations: 

ρA
∂2w

∂t2
− q(x, t) =

∂

∂x

[
κAG

(
∂w

∂x
− ϕ

)]

ρI
∂2ϕ

∂t2
=

∂

∂x

(
EI

∂ϕ

∂x

)
+ κAG

(
∂w

∂x
− ϕ

) . (2.6)

Unlike the static equations dynamic equations are coupled, yet they can be merged
for linear elastic, isotropic, homogeneous beams with constant cross-section, which
gives:

m := ρA

J := ρI

EI
∂4w

∂x4
+m

∂2w

∂t2
−
(
J +

EIm

κAG

)
∂4w

∂x2∂t2
+

Jm

κAG

∂4w

∂t4
=

q(x, t)− ρI

κAG

∂2q

∂t2
− EI

κAG

∂2q

∂x2
. (2.7)

Some comparisons of the two methods for the uniform beam like structures can be
found in [16].
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2.3 Numerical Simulation

Numerical analysis is the study of algorithms for numerical approximation of mathe-
matical problems. The areas of study around this topic are vast; calculating a function
value at a specific point efficiently, solving an algebraic equation or system of equa-
tions, eigenvalue problems, solving partial differential equations or systems of differ-
ential equations are all branches of this field of science [13] . In order to solve partial
differential equations there are three main families of methods which have been es-
tablished. Finite difference is the most well known and simplest one, which was also
the first one that was developed and used, however today their application is mostly
limited to pedagogical purposes. This is because of their relative week efficiency in
comparison to more recently developed methods namely the finite element method
(FEM) or the finite volume method. However they all have one thing in common, and
that is the necessity of splitting the solution domain into small regions. This basic
step is called meshing and doing it efficiently is science of its own. The finite element
method, which is at the center of our focus here, is about making assumptions of how
is the solution function looks like at these segments. These guessed functions are
called shape functions. Evaluating the best approximation by solving the weighted
residue equation is the final step of the method. They are different ways of choos-
ing the shape functions and weight functions, the most convenient way that we also
implement in our solutions is Babnov-Galerkin method that the shape functions and
the weight functions are chosen to be the same. Conventionally the shape functions
are chosen to be polynomials which makes the further calculations and integrations,
simpler [12], [14].
Implementing the FEM, reduces a partial differential equation to a system of alge-
braic equations or ODEs which have great advantage compare to the original equation
to solve. In this case the structural problem will turn to the form bellow.

M{δ̈}+ C{δ̇}+K{δ} = {F} (2.8)

2.3.1 Euler-Bernouli

The least possible order of polynomial shape function that satisfies both continuity
and compatibility conditions for beam deformation is Ni = a4x

3 +a3x
2 +a2x+a1,

since it is not enough to have the same value but the slopes should also be the same
at element boundaries, a lower degree polynomial is not applicable. Calculating the
coefficients for each of the four shape functions yields:

N = [N1 N2 N3 N4]; ζ :=
x

L
; x ∈ [0, L]

N = [2ζ3 − 3ζ2 + 1, Lζ3 − 2Lζ2 + Lζ, −2ζ3 + 3ζ2, Lζ3 − Lζ2]. (2.9)
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Also the second derivative of the shape function is important because it appears in
the week form equation,

[Ke]{δ} = {f be}+ {f le},
where

Ke =

∫ L

0
([B]TEI[B]) dL (2.10)

and

B =
d2N

dx2
=

1

L2
[12ζ − 6, 6Lζ − 4L, −12ζ + 6, 6Lζ − 2L]. (2.11)

By combining equation (2.11) and (2.10) one can get the element stiffness matrix:

Ke =
EI

L3


12 6L −12 6L
6L 4L2 −6L 2L2

−12 −6L 12 −6L
6L 2L2 −6L 4L2

 . (2.12)

In the dynamic formulation there are two distinct approaches. First is to assume that
all the mass of each element is concentrated at end nodes; the result has the advantage
of simplicity in forming the matrix, storage memory and solution, whereas the other
method which uses the shape function mass distribution is more reliable and accurate
but slower in calculation and takes larger amount of memory. The advantage of this
method has been discussed in [8].
The lumped mass matrix, based on how it is defined is:

Me =
L

2
×


ρA 0 0 0
0 ρI 0 0
0 0 ρA 0
0 0 0 ρI

 (2.13)

and for consistent mass matrix:

Me =

∫ L

0
[N ]TρA[N ] dL. (2.14)

2.3.2 Timoshenko

A similar approach can be used to determine mass and stiffness matrix for Timo-
shenko beam theory.
The final results are presented here.

Ke =
EI

(1 + φ)L3


12 6L −12 6L

(4 + φ)L2 −6L (2− φ)L2

12 −6L
sym. (4 + φ)L2

 (2.15)
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where φ = 12EI/κAGL2. Also for the mass matrix:

Me = Me,r +Me,t, (2.16)

the Me,r and Me,t are rotational and transverse inertia matrix,

Me,t =
ρAL

(1 + φ)2



13
35 + 7

10φ+ 1
3φ

2
(

11
210 + 11

120φ+ 1
24φ

2
)
L 9

70 + 3
10φ+ 1

6φ
2

(
1

105 + 1
60φ+ 1

120φ
2
)
L2

(
13
420 + 3

40φ+ 1
24φ

2
)
L

13
35 + 7

10φ+ 1
3φ

2

sym

−
(

13
420 + 3

40φ+ 1
24φ

2
)
L

−
(

1
140 + 1

60φ+ 1
120φ

2
)
L2

−
(

11
210 + 11

120φ+ 1
24φ

2
)
L

−
(

1
105 + 1

60φ+ 1
120φ

2
)
L2


, (2.17)

Me,r =
ρI

(1 + φ)2L



6
5

(
1
10 + 1

2φ
)
L −6

5

(
1
10 −

1
2φ
)
L

(
2
15 + 1

6φ+ 1
3φ

2
)
L2 −

(
1
10 −

1
2φ
)
L −

(
1
30 + 1

6φ−
1
6φ

2
)
L2

6
5 −

(
1
10 −

1
2φ
)
L

sym
(

2
15 + 1

6φ+ 1
3φ

2
)
L2


, (2.18)

[15].
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3. Method

It is not straight forward to apply the discussed theories and models to any structure,
as there are some complexities that need to be considered. First of all, calculating the
parameters for nonuniform beams with nonuniform cross-sections made of different
materials and asymmetric profiles do not only cause extra calculations but may also
affect the validity of theories that is going to be applied. In order to make a full
simulation model, it is not enough to just consider the lateral force and deformation
but axial and torsional deformations also have to be added and because the system
time response is of importance, an appropriate time integration method needs to be
chosen.

3.1 Cross-Section Parameters

The cross-section of the beam can be of any shape and made of different materials as
shown in figure (3.1).

Figure 3.1: Arbitrary cross-section of different material. Each of the materials is
shown by different color.

This disordered shape and material formation can cause four distinct centers, namely
mass center, shear center, elastic center and center of twist. Mass center is important
while dealing with dynamic forces. Sheer center is the point that torque needs to be
calculated with respect to, in other words it is the point at which one can exert force
without causing torsion. Elastic center is where the elastic neutral axis passes trough
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and center of twist is where the cross-section rotates around when it is exposed to
torque in axial direction. The mass and elastic center are rather straightforward to
calculate, and they can be formulated as follows.

Zg =

∫
S ρx dA

ρeq
, (3.1)

Yg =

∫
S ρy dA

ρeq
, (3.2)

ZE =

∫
S Ex dA

Eeq
, (3.3)

YE =

∫
S Ey dA

Eeq
, (3.4)

ρeq =

∫
S
ρ dA and Eeq =

∫
S
E dA.

Generally shear center can be calculated from the equation

Zsh =

∫
S(τxyz − τxzy) dA∫

S τxy dA
(3.5)

where the resultant force is only in y direction i.e.
∫
S τxz dA = 0, and similarly

Ysh =

∫
S(τxzy − τxyz) dA∫

S τxz dA
. (3.6)

The sheer stress can be estimated by the formula

τ =
V Q

It
,

in which Q =

∫
S
y dA and t is the thickness. However for complex cross-sections,

calculating the shear stress is not this simple. In this work we are considering each
material in the cross-section separate from another and by assuming that the shear
force is proportional to their EI of the cross-section, the shear center for the multi-
material cross-section can be formulated as:

Zsh =
∑
parts

Zsh,part (EI)part
(EI)eq,total

.

Calculating Ysh is exactly the same. This assumption needs to be improved, as the
only purpose it serves is simplicity. It is also assumed that the center of twist coin-
cides with the shear center which is not necessarily true for complex loading, espe-
cially if some sections are constrained to a specific boundary conditions [5].
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3.1.1 Equivalent Inertia

To solve the structure, the elastic and inertia momentum need to be replaced with
their mean values across the cross-section and along the element. To calculate the
values which are suited to replace the cross-section properties the following relations
are applied.

(EI)eq =

∫
S
E(y − yE)2 dA, (ρI)eq =

∫
S
ρ(y − yE)2, (EA)eq =

∫
S
E dA,

(ρA)eq =

∫
S
ρ(y − yg)2 dA.

Torsional rigidity, J is available for some well known geometries such as circle, rect-
angle, etc. whereas for more complex cross-sections, it is required to solve a partial
differential equation to calculate it. Since the structure concerns this simulation tool
made from thin curved plates, the useful approximation that evaluates the torsional
rigidity of closed thin wall cross-sections

(GJ)eq =
4GeA2

inside

p
,

is used, in which e is the shell thickness and p is the perimeter of the cross-section
[5].

3.1.2 Principle Directions

The other important parameter is the principle directions. The reason that makes this
concept important is that the transformation of the coordinate system to the principle
directions will cause both bending and rotation decouple in orthogonal directions.
These directions are calculated using surface moment of inertia tensor. The angular
transformation of it:

Iξξ
Iηη
Iξη

 =

 cos 2α sin2 α −2 sinα cosα
sin2 α cos2 α 2 sinα cosα

sinα cosα − sinα cosα cos 2α− sin 2α


Izz
Iyy
Izy

 (3.7)

makes calculating the angle at which Izy = 0 possible. This angle (α) shows the
orientation of the principle directions. α is measured in yz plane and its positive
direction is positive rotation direction around x axis. As a result the sought angular
transformation by the value called ”principle angle”, can be evaluated.

3.2 Matrix Parameters

In order to form the equation matrices, certain considerations need to be applied to the
multi-reference origin cross-section because all the unknowns need to be measured
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from one point. Using the energy equations is the approach that has been chosen here.
There is an alternative method based on the governing equations that first transforms
the strong form to the week form and finally chooses the shape and weight function
and creates matrices. This method was partly shown in former chapter. The energy
equations are:

KE =
1

2
{δ̇}TMe{δ̇}, PE =

1

2
{δ}TKe{δ}. (3.8)

Using PE = 1
2

∫
V σε dV associated with KE = 1

2

∫
V ρ(u̇2 + v̇2 + ẇ2) dV and

applying after Timoshenko theory the stiffness matrix equivalent for above equation
can be found. Forces and moments at any cross-section can be calculated from:

N =

∫
S
σxx dA (3.9)

Ty =

∫
S
τxy dA

Tz =

∫
S
τxz dA

(3.10)

My =

∫
S

(z − zE)σxx dA

Mz =

∫
S

(y − yE)σxx dA

(3.11)

Mx =

∫
S

(
(y − ysh)τxz − (z − zsh)τxy

)
dA. (3.12)

Using the kinematic strain-deformation equation combined with the Timoshenko the-
ory it is possible to rewrite the energy equations as:

PE =
1

2

∫ L

0

(
EA

(
∂uE
∂x

)2

+ κyGA

(
∂vsh
∂x
− θz

)2

+ κzGA

(
∂wsh
∂x

+ θy

)

+EIy

(
∂θy
∂x

)2

+ EIz

(
∂θz
∂x

)
+GJ

(
∂θx
∂x

)2
)
d`, (3.13)

KE =
1

2

∫ L

0

(
(ρA)eq(u̇g

2 + v̇g
2 + ẇg

2) + (ρIy)eq θy + (ρIz)eq θz + (ρI)eq θx
)
d`.

(3.14)

The deformation in longitudinal direction is based on the uniform stress distribution

assumption, and the torsion relation is T = GJϕ where ϕ =
dθx
dx

.
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In order to unify the equations one has to refer all the unknowns to one origin. It
is necessary for that purpose, to have an equation of deformation between different
locations of a cross-section. This can be done considering the assumption of fixed-
shape cross-section. 

u = uo + zθy − yθz
v = vo − zθx
w = wo + yθx

(3.15)

Equations (3.15), are useful to unify all sets of unknowns to one origin as [uo, vo, wo,
θx, θy, θz], more details are available in [16].
It is now possible to form the mass matrix and stiffness matrix, using the above men-
tioned equations together with quadratic shape function for bending and linear shape
function for longitudinal and torsional deformation.

3.3 Timoshenko Shear Coefficient

The best method to evaluate the Timoshenko shear factor/coefficient κ efficiently is
not yet absolutely determined. The three well known, popular approaches are

1. The Energy approach

2. Cowper’s approach

3. Stephen Hutchinson’s approach

A detailed description of the listed methods can be found in [17] and [18].
The one we chose here is the one proposed by Timoshenko himself and it is based
on the distortion energy and called the energy approach. Expressing this method by
mathematical terms,

1

κy
=
GA

T 2
y

∫
S

(
τxzγxz + τxyγxy

)
dA, (3.16)

where τxz and τxy are the shear stresses in presence of only Ty shear force. This
equation can be simplified by replacing the shear stress equivalent for simple closed
cross-sections:

κy =
Iz2

A

∫
S

(
Q

t

)2

dA

The simplification has been calculated using the uniform properties for the cross-
section. However it is assumed that each part of the cross-section with its own mate-
rial properties affects the shear factor distinctively and proportional to the EI factor,
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so the total κ can be calculated by:

κy,total =
∑
parts

κy,part
(EIz)part
(EIz)eq

.

For more accurate calculations of the shear factor with this method it is necessary to
calculate the shear field over the cross-section and then uses equation (3.16).

3.4 Damping

The damping ratio of a structure can only be determined by experiment or it can be
estimated from experience [20]. The main cause of energy dissipation in the struc-
tures when there is no plastic deformation (as expected from composites) is friction
at the boundary or within the structure. Even extracting the right values from the
experiment for complex structures is not straight forward, assuming modally decou-
pled, viscous damping ratios, there are two types of available analysis. First SDOF
(single degree of freedom) analysis which is more suitable for systems with distinct
natural frequencies and low damping ratios; in other words if the natural frequencies
are not close to each other it is reasonable to neglect their effects on one another at
the vicinity of natural frequencies, but if they are close to each other it is needed to
implement more advanced MDOF algorithms [19], [20]. The method that is used
here is to create a modal mass proportional damping which has computational advan-
tages and fair compliance with experiment. In order to do so, one has to first solve
eigenvectors for undamped system.(

[K]− ω2[M ]
)
{δ} = {O} (3.17)

Proper values for ω and δ can be found by solving the eigen-value problem mentioned
at equation (3.17)
Using the eigenvector matrix [A], the modal mass matrix M∗ and Modal stiffness
matrix K∗ can be defined as:

M∗ = [A]T [M ][A] (modal mass matrix), (3.18)

K∗ = [A]T [K][A] (modal stiffness matrix). (3.19)

The above transformation is pretty advantageous since it decouples the system of
equations using the fact that mode vectors are normal to each other if they are weighted
with mass or stiffness matrix; assuming that the same can be done with the damping
matrix, then the damping term can be created from,

C∗ = 2ζiωiM
∗ (3.20)
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where ωi stands for the ith natural frequency and ζi stands for the damping ratio as-
sociated with that certain natural frequency or mode. The damping ratio is assumed
to be .001 for all modes which matches the lowest mode’s damping ratio measured
from the structure. Since the number of modes that are used to simulate the structure
are way much greater than the number of modes that their modal parameters mea-
sured it is impossible to enter distinct damping ratios for each of them. Taking the
lowest damping ratio of the first few modes for the whole structure is a good solution,
since the lower modes are potentially the main cause of system destructive stresses
as well as harmful oscillations. Higher frequencies are less critical for the structure
since they damp faster and it is less probable to excite them, and they are mainly
important, while considering sound analysis and measurements.

3.5 Time integration

As the time domain is infinite by nature, in order to solve an equation which in-
cludes such a term, one has to choose a time span that is large enough to reveal the
needed information, and yet not so large to cause inefficiency. To solve the sys-
tem of ODEs in time domain a certain time increment value, ∆t has to be chosen,
then to formulate the so called recurrence relation the time response at the moment
tm+1 = t0 + (m + 1)∆t should be related to the response at the moment tm and/or
some points earlier. This method is called semi-discretization. Beside there is another
way of dealing with transient problems which involves full space-time element where
simultaneous-discretization is applied, this method is for example popular when tran-
sient convection is regarded.
There is three alternatives for the FEM formulation of a transient problem, the one
which suits the work presented here is the single-step recurrence relation, the two
other methods that have some drawbacks in comparison are the multi-step schemes
and the discontinuous Galerkin’s scheme. The important advantages of single-step
scheme are its general applicability and time-step flexibility, which is useful to create
adaptive time-step. Single-step algorithms can be classified to two branches simple
time-step algorithm and general time-step algorithm. The general time-step algo-
rithm, which is used here, has two main families the weighted residual finite element
estimate with the notation SSpj and truncated Taylor series collocation algorithm
with notationGNpj known as general Newmark method. p and j are numbers repre-
senting shape function polynomial degree and order of ODE respectively. Since the
ODE we are solving is of second order our solution method must be either SSp2 or
GNp2. In order to satisfy the consistency condition p must be at least equal to two
p ≥ 2 or generally p ≥ J , and the error is going to be of order p− j + 1.
The pth degree polynomial is describing vector {δ} variation in time domain, as its
name describes, the method is driven based on truncated Taylor’s series estimate. In
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order to evaluate {δm+1} one has to know all the values {δm}, {δ̇m}, · · · , {δ(p−1)
m }

which can cause complications of excessive initial conditions for p > j, so it seems
it is logical to choose GN22 with O(h) but as it is shown bellow. It is possible to
have the accuracy of O(h2) if a certain constants are chosen to replace β1 and β2, as
suggested by Crank-Nicolson method.
GN22 :

{¨̂δ}n+1 = − 2

β2 ∆t2
{δ}n −

2

β2 ∆t
{δ̇}n −

1− β2
β2

{δ̈}n, (3.21)

{ ˙̂
δ}n+1 = − 2β1

β2 ∆t
{δ}n +

(
1− 2β1

β2

)
{δ̇}n +

(
1− β1

β2

)
{δ̈}n, (3.22)

A =
2

β2 ∆t2
[M ] +

2β1
β2 ∆t

[C] + [K], (3.23)

{δ}n+1 = [A]−1
(
{f}n+1 − [C] {ˆ̇δ}n+1 − [M ] {ˆ̈δ}n+1

)
, (3.24)

{δ̇}n+1 = {ˆ̇δ}n+1 +
( 2β1
β2 ∆t

)
{δ}n+1, (3.25)

{δ̈}n+1 = {ˆ̈δ}n+1 +
( 2

β2 ∆t2

)
{δ}n+1. (3.26)

Replacing both of the constants β1 and β2 with 1/2, the result will be the so called
Crank-Nicolson method, which is also the only choice for GN22 that has the error
of second order O(h2). It can be rewritten after simplification.

[A] = [K]eff =
4

∆t2
[M ] +

2

∆t
[C] + [K], (3.27)

{δ}n+1 = [K]eff−1
(
{f}n+1 + [C]

(
2

∆t
{δ}n + {δ̇}n+1

)
+

[M ]

(
4

∆t2
{δ}n +

4

∆t
{δ̇}n + {δ̈}n

))
, (3.28)

{δ̇}n+1 =
2

∆t

(
{δ}n+1 − {δ}n

)
− {δ̇}n, (3.29)

{δ̈}n+1 =
4

∆t2
(
{δ}n+1 − {δ}n

)
− 4

∆t
{δ̇}n − {δ̈}n. (3.30)

The simulation represented here is based on this method, which does not need exces-
sive initial conditions and has the accuracy of O(h2) [14].
It is worth mentioning that this algorithm is originally for systems which the input
is considered to be known at any moment but since we are dealing with the multi-
physics problem that is not the actual case here, yet we can implement this method if
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we approach the multi-physics problem with segregated algorithm. For more detail
about the aeroelastic solution methods, see [21], [22].
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4. Results

The current simulation model uses uniform flow assumption. Even considering uni-
form wind, in a VAWT aerodynamic load distribution is varying a considerable amount
in one cycle in comparison to a HAWT due to variation of relative position of the
blades with respect to wind direction, which makes the structure experience harsh
fatigue load. This issue highlights the importance of accurate stress analysis of the
structure which is critical for blades and struts.
In this section the results of different dynamic models for a cantilever beam and a
more complex structures are first presented to make a comparison between models
and theories. Then the measured results for the marine current turbine are shown and
finally the deformation of a full wind turbine after applying Timoshenko beam theory
and damping to the simulation are depicted.

4.1 Simulation

Five different approaches to calculate the dynamic response of a simple beam are
implemented. The most reliable one is 3D FEM which usually is the closest to
the practical values. That is why the Timoshenko beam theory which is closer to
it among other beam theories suits best to simulate the structure using beam simu-
lation. Undamped natural frequencies for a one meter cantilever beam with circular
cross-section of radius 5cm are:

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4
Euler-Bernoulli analytic 70.5 443.2 1241.6 2437.9
Euler-Bernoulli lumped-mass 70.65 437.8 1207 2314
Euler-Bernoulli full FEM 70.66 442.8 1239.9 2429.88
Timoshenko FEM 70.38 427.13 1142 2111
3D FEM (Abaqus) 70 425 1136 2100

Table 4.1: Comparison of modal values for the first four modes with five different
approaches.
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The modes which the frequencies above are associated with are plotted in figure(4.1).

Figure 4.1: First four mode shapes for a simple beam.

The beam is constrained as shown in the figure(4.2); deviation from the straight line
in mode shapes shows schematic deformed beam and do not represent any real value.

Figure 4.2: Essential and natural boundary conditions of the simulated cantilever
beam.

The programs that are used to calculate the values mentioned above as well as mode
shapes are attached as an appendix. Also the time response at the tip of the blade for
the damped system is plotted in figure (4.3). By using the Fourier transform for this
time function, the frequency response can be obtained in figure (4.4).
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Figure 4.3: Time response of the beam tip.

Figure 4.4: Damped frequency response that is driven from time domain simulation.
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It can be seen in the figure that the damped frequencies are slightly lower than the
undamped natural frequencies that are shown in the table, also in order to make more
than one mode shape visible in time response it is necessary to reduce the impact
time to less that 0.001 of a second.
The theoretical formulation for the eigenvalues of the cantilever beam is as follows.

w(x, t) = X(x)× T (t),

X(x) = A1 sinh (βL) +A2 cosh (βL) +A3 sin (βL) +A4 cos (βL),

w(x, t)|x=0 = 0,
∂

∂x
w(x, t)

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= 0, M(x, t)|x=L = 0, V (x, t)|x=L = 0

⇒ 1 + cosh (βL) cos (βL) = 0,

βL = 1.875, 4.794, 7.855, 11.00, 14.14, · · ·

ω =

√
EI

ρA
β2

To use the theories for a more complicated structure each beam need to be defined
as a separate object with its own properties, mass, stiffness and damping matrix,
then merging certain degrees of freedom which associate with the joint’s positions
at two distinct beam, creates a complete model for a structure that can consist of an
arbitrary number of beam-like elements. To create a qualitative idea about how a
turbine dynamic reaction would be, a dynamic analysis have been conducted to show
the shape functions associated with the dynamic response of a one blade two struts
turbine in figure (4.5).
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Figure 4.5: First four structure mode shapes. The sequence is from left to right and
top to bottom.

The first two modes which both pictured at the top, have the same frequencies of
70Hz and the next two are oscillating at 187Hz, so the four first modes have very
close natural frequencies two by two. The next two natural frequencies are 424 and
588Hz. The structure mentioned above has been constructed by circular beams of
radius 5cm. The blade is 1m long and the struts are a bit larger than 0.5m.
Finally, by modifying the main simulation program for the designed wind turbine by
implanting the Timoshenko theory and modal mass proportional damping instead of
the Euler-Bernoulli theory, the data in figure (4.6) is obtained. The graph shows the
blade tip deformation parameters, for the turbine plotted in figure (4.8). Comparing
the results with the former simulation (4.7) one can see the obvious change of de-
formation pattern from random high frequencies to transient response, in addition to
harmonic stationary response.
The colored area in (4.8) is showing the deformed values for the final time step of the
dynamic analysis. This structure is modeled and meshed as beams, in figure (4.9).
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Figure 4.6: Blade tip deformation parameters in three orthogonal directions of the
coordinate system, as well as normal and tangential to exciting force/torque. The top
graph shows linear deformations and the one on the bottom shows angular deforma-
tions.

Figure 4.7: Aeroelastic simulation results with Euler-Bernoulli beam model without
considering damping.
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Figure 4.8: Simulated turbine

Figure 4.9: Schematic turbine structure with element node indicators.
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4.2 Measurement and comparison

The values and graphs demonstrated earlier were based on a design which have not
yet built or finalized as a result they couldn’t be experimentally approved. However
the marine turbine which were built on the same concept but for a different fluid (wa-
ter) was available and it was possible to at least check the system impulse response,
with two accelerometers. Though because the impact hammer or any other calibrated
device to induce force were not available the values are not scaled, yet this does not
have a serious disadvantage on the purpose of the measurements because the eigen-
frequencies and damping ratios can still be evaluated, because the relative values are
enough to calculate them and the absolute values are not necessary.
Since the accelerometer range was quit limited a microphone has been used as a com-
pliment. Whereas they are some highlights that worth to be mentioned here. One of
the requirements to do a good measurement using a microphone is to provide a space
with no disturbing noise. This is not something which can be simply achieved when
doing the measurements on big structures that are not easy to place indoors, as a
result the measured data can be contaminated with the surrounding noise. Other im-
portant issue is either one is using microphones or piezoelectric accelerometers since
the turbines were made of carbon fibre reinforced laminate it is not possible to use a
hard head hammer to induce an impact because it could easily cause damage to the
structure.
Few samples of the collected measurements are presented in figures (4.10), and
(4.11).

Figure 4.10: Signals are measured using a microphone. The left one is time domain
response and the one in the right is the frequency domain response. Both of them are
not scaled.

The frequency responses gained from each tools belong to a separate range. Ac-
celerometers are limited to 50Hz and the first pick in the frequency response of the
data recorded by microphone can be recognize after 60Hz and the high rate of noise
signal ratio, makes the interpretation of data very inaccurate. By using the Solid-
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Figure 4.11: Accelerations measured in two orthogonal directions. Each row rep-
resent one of the directions and responses are both plotted in time and frequency
domain.

Works drawings of the components to create a frequency analysis, another set of data
have been achieved that are depicted in figures(4.12), (4.13) and (4.14). It is more
convenient to compare the results of the marine current turbine component in a table.
The measured and simulated natural frequencies of the strut are noted in the table
(4.2). The reason that the third natural frequency did not appear in the measurements

1stfn(Hz) 2ndfn(Hz) 3rdfn(Hz)
measured fn 13.7 50.8 could not be observed

SolidWorks estimation 16.9 63.5 73.65

Table 4.2: Comparison of measured and designed values for the marine current tur-
bine.

could be that the accelerometer position was at the fixed node of the mode shape.
The obvious difference between the measured and simulated results is most probably
the effect of difference between the drawings and final produced components, setting
of the boundary conditions is also another issue since the bolts which are fixing the
struts do not fully fix them as they have their own stiffness and the whole platform
stiffness may also affect the results.
First and foremost the measurements have been carried out to make an estimate of
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Figure 4.12: Strut’s first mode Figure 4.13: Strut’s second mode

Figure 4.14: Strut’s third mode

structural damping for carbon fibre reinforced composite structures. So this incon-
sistency of simulation and experiment is not a failor to our cause of measurements.
Implementing the SDOF analysis on the assembled turbine measurements as pre-
sented in figure (4.11) and using 3db bandwidth method ζ = 2fn

fu−fl , one can get the
results in table (4.3). The main reason that the third mode damping ratio is larger than
the second can be that it is very close to the next natural frequency which is 41Hz and
this makes SDOF analysis less valid. The results however shows that choosing the
damping ratio ζ = .001 is a safe choice, since it is the least of the three we measured

1stfn(Hz) 2ndfn(Hz) 3rdfn(Hz)
Natural frequency 6 26.5 39

Damping ratio .008 .001 .002

Table 4.3: Damping and natural frequency for different modes.
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and for higher frequencies over estimating the effect of damping is not critical, as it
is for lower ones. So the simulations have made based on this value.
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5. Conclusion and Future Work

5.1 Conclusion

Comparing different approaches and theories to tackle the recently stated problem
shows that as expected the Timoshenko beam theory predicts a more realistic value
and matches the 3D simulation better. Adding the damping to the system also im-
proves the simulation and causes the high frequency responses which are the results
of the initial conditions to vanish. It is also suppresses the unnatural domain increase
during the time, which happens if the simulation lacks damping. As it is compared
earlier especially in higher modes the current model which is developed here pro-
duces 10-15% more accurate results. This could be compensated by the reliability or
safety factor if it was just a static stress difference, but that is not the situation here
and this can be either the amplitude or the frequency error, which may have a big ef-
fect on the structure life time estimation when applying the values to fatigue damage
theories.
Finally in order to approve the results, some measurements have been carried out.
Although the structure is made of carbon fiber reinforced composite which makes it
sensitive to impact and causes the necessity to use a continues source of force in-
duction for accurate measurement, for example shakers, yet beside the errors, the
measurements show relatively good compliance with the simulation.

5.2 Future work

The structural simulation can be improved by adding more accurate cross-section
and element properties. This can be achieved by the implementation of more accu-
rate methods to calculate some values such as torsional stiffness, shear stress and by
averaging their distribution over the cross-section and along each element. It can also
be beneficial to make a 2D model that simulates the local deformation and oscilla-
tion modes based on the force distribution on the cross-section that also validates the
stability of the cross-section and the assumption of beam-like behaviour. Meshing
technique can be improved to make the simulation more efficient e.g. by refining the
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mesh at the areas with higher rate of displacement or acceleration change. Finally the
boundary conditions may be improved by considering the effect of generator reaction
torque and adding tower displacement to turbine rotation instead of assuming that it
rotates around a fixed axis.
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Appendix A 

This Appendix includes test codes for simulation 

 

% simple structure beam Euler bermouli 1d bending lumped 

mass matrix 
% 

************************************************************

*********** 

  
clear all 
close all 
clc 
% !!type of analysis 
undamped=0; 

  

  
% !!exciting force 
F=1000; 

  
% !damping ratio 
zeta=.001; 

  
% !time interval 
%tl=input('total time range of calculation: '); 
tl=5; 

  
% !!1D module of elasticity 
E=200e9; 

  
% !!density definition 
ro=7800; 

  
% !!cross section area 
rds=.05; 
ara=rds^2*pi; 

  
% !!simple square cross section of 10 by 10 cm 
I=pi*rds^4/4; 

  
% !!beam length  
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bl=1; 

  
% Analytical natural frequencies are: 

  
btal=[1.87,4.69,7.85,11.0,14.1,17.3]; 
wn=sqrt(E*I/(ro*ara))*(btal).^2; 
Fn=wn/(2*pi); 
disp('analytical natural frequencies'); 
disp(Fn); 

  
% inputting number of elements 
ln=input('Enter number of elements pleas: '); 

  
% number of nodes 
nnod=ln+1; 

  
% length of each element 
L=bl/ln; 

  
% shape functions and its deravatives 
nr=200;  % discritizing the element to integrate over 

shapefunction 
x=L/nr*(0:nr).'; 
Ne1=1-3*x.^2/L.^2+2*x.^3./L.^3; 
Ne2=x.*(1-2*x./L+x.^2./L.^2); 
Ne3=x.^2/L.^2.*(3-2*x./L); 
Ne4=x.^2/L.*(x./L-1); 
Ne=[Ne1,Ne2,Ne3,Ne4]; 
% 
% local k matrix (stiffness matrix) 
Ke=E*I/L^3*[    12      6*L     -12     6*L 
                6*L     4*L^2   -6*L    2*L^2 
                -12     -6*L    12     -6*L 
                6*L     2*L^2   -6*L    4*L^2]; 

  
% building up the assembled STIFFNESS MATRIX 
K=zeros(2*nnod,2*nnod); 
for n=1:ln 
    % local matrix position 
    str=2*n-1; 
    fnl=str+3; 
    K(str:fnl,str:fnl)=K(str:fnl,str:fnl)+Ke; 
end 
%K=sparse(K); 
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%creating LUMPED MASS MATRIX 
Me=ro*L*[ara    0 
        0       I]; 
M=zeros(2*nnod); 
for n=1:nnod 
    str=2*n-1; 
    M(str:str+1,str:str+1)=M(str:str+1,str:str+1)+Me; 
end 

  

  
M(1:2,:)=.5*M(1:2,:); 
M(end-1:end,:)=.5*M(end-1:end,:); 
%M=sparse(M); 

  

  
% building boundary vector 
fb=zeros(2*nnod,1); 
fb(end-1)=F; 

  
% building load vector 
fl=zeros(2*nnod,1); 

  
% force vector 
f=fl+fb; 

  
% fixing from one end (contilever beam) 
% applying boundary condition 
K=K(3:end,3:end); 
M=M(3:end,3:end); 
f=f(3:end); 

  

  
% modla matrix 
mdm=(M)\K; 

  
% eigen values and eigen modes(shape function and natural 

frequencies) 
[V,D]=eig(mdm); 

  
% natural frequencies 
omg=sqrt(D); 
nfr=diag(omg)/(2*pi); 
disp('system natural frequencis are:'); 
disp(nfr); 

  
% creating proportional DAMPING MATRIX 
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C=V.'\(2*zeta*omg*V.'*M); 

  

  
% STATIC DIFORMATION CALCULATIONS 

         
% calculating the beam deformation(static) 
w=K\f; 
% adding the boundary values 
w=[0;0;w]; 

  
% to extract just displacements 
wd=w(1:2:end); 

  
% ploting dicplacement (linear interpolation w/o considering 

shape funcition) 
figure(10); 
X=0:L:bl; 
plot(X,wd); 
title('Static Deformation', 'linewidth',14); 
xlabel('Beam length [m]'); 
ylabel('Deformation [m]'); 
grid 

  
% DYNAMIC DIFORMATIONS CALCULATION    

  
dt=input('time step: '); 

  
% for UNDAMPED structure 
if undamped 
    C=0*C; 
end 
% 

  
% time step 
ts=tl/dt; 
% time nodes 
tn=ts+1; 
% time vector 
t=(0:tn-1)*dt; 

  

  
% !!FORCE definition 
%     am=[20  2]; 
%     fr=[80.6  1]; 
%     F=0; 
%       for n=1:length(am) 
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%         F=F+am(n)*sin(2*pi*fr(n)*t); 
%     end  

  
F=ones(1,tn)*F; 

  
% force vector 
f=zeros(2*nnod,tn); 
f(end-1,:)=F; 
f=f(3:end,:);     %boundary condition 

  

  
% CRANK NICOLSON time integration method 
% effective stiffness definiiton 
w=zeros(2*nnod-2,tn); 
dw=w; 
d2w=w;  
fef=zeros(2*nnod-2,tn); 

  
Kef=(4/(dt^2))*M+(2/dt)*C+K; 
for n=1:tn-1 

  
    

fef(:,n+1)=f(:,n+1)+M*(4/(dt^2)*w(:,n)+4/dt*dw(:,n)+d2w(:,n)

)+... 
        C*(2/dt*w(:,n)+dw(:,n)); 
    w(:,n+1)=Kef\fef(:,n+1); 
    dw(:,n+1)=2/dt*(w(:,n+1)-w(:,n))-dw(:,n); 
    d2w(:,n+1)=4/dt^2*(w(:,n+1)-w(:,n))-4/dt*dw(:,n)-

d2w(:,n); 

  
end 

  
% adding boundry conditions to displacement 
flt=zeros(2,tn); 
w=[flt;w]; 
% plotting accuired data 
W=w(1:2:end,:); 
% end 
X=0:L:bl; 
% plotting time deformation  
%     for m=1:tn 
%         plot(X,W(:,m)) 
%         ylim([-1e-17 1e-17]); 
%         xlim([0 1]); 
%         mv1(m)=getframe(figure(1)); 
%         pause(.1) 
%     end 
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figure(20); 

  
plot(t,W(end,:)); 

  
title('End Point Deformation','linewidth',14); 
xlabel('Time [s]'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 

  
% depicting the modes 
zpad=zeros(1,size(V,2)); 
V1=[zpad;zpad;V]; 

  
for m=0:4 

     
    figure(m+11) 
    plot(X,V1(1:2:end,22-m)) 
    title(['mode', num2str(m+1)]); 
    xlim([0 1.2]) 
    ylim([-.4 .4]) 

     
end 
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% simple structure beam Euler Bermouli 1d bending consistent 

mass matrix 
% 

************************************************************

*********** 

  
clear all 
close all 
clc 
% !!type of analysis 
damped=1; 

  
% !! exciting force 
F=1000; 

  
% !damping ratio 
zeta=.001; 

  
% !! time interval input 
%tl=input('total time range of calculation: '); 
tl=5; 

  
% !! 1D module of elasticity 
E=200e9; 

  
% !!density definition 
ro=7800; 

  
% !!cross section area 
rds=.05; 
ara=rds^2*pi; 

  
% !!simple square cross section of 10 by 10 cm 
I=pi*rds^4/4; 

  
% !!beam length  
bl=1; 

  
% Analytical natural frequencies are: 

  
btal=[1.87,4.69,7.85,11.0,14.137,17.279]; 
wn=sqrt(E*I/(ro*ara))*(btal).^2; 
Fn=wn/(2*pi); 
disp('analytical natural frequencies'); 
disp(Fn); 
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% inputting number of elements 
ln=input('Enter number of elements pleas: '); 

  
% number of nodes 
nnod=ln+1; 

  
% length of each element 
L=bl/ln; 

  
% shape functions and its deravatives 
nr=200;  % discritizing the element to integrate over 

shapefunction 
x=L/nr*(0:nr).'; 
Ne1=1-3*x.^2/L.^2+2*x.^3./L.^3; 
Ne2=x.*(1-2*x./L+x.^2./L.^2); 
Ne3=x.^2/L.^2.*(3-2*x./L); 
Ne4=x.^2/L.*(x./L-1); 
Ne=[Ne1,Ne2,Ne3,Ne4]; 
% 
% local k matrix (stiffness matrix) 
Ke=E*I/L^3*[    12      6*L     -12     6*L 
                6*L     4*L^2   -6*L    2*L^2 
                -12     -6*L    12     -6*L 
                6*L     2*L^2   -6*L    4*L^2]; 

  
% building up the assembled STIFFNESS MATRIX 
K=zeros(2*nnod,2*nnod); 
for n=1:ln 
    % local matrix position 
    str=2*n-1; 
    fnl=str+3; 
    K(str:fnl,str:fnl)=K(str:fnl,str:fnl)+Ke; 
end 
%K=sparse(K); 

  

  
% creating CONSISTANT MASS MATRIX 
Me=ro*ara*(L/nr)*(Ne.'*Ne); 
M=zeros(2*nnod); 
for n=1:ln 
    % local matrix position 
    str=2*n-1; 
    fnl=str+3; 
    M(str:fnl,str:fnl)=M(str:fnl,str:fnl)+Me; 
end 
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% building boundary vector 
fb=zeros(2*nnod,1); 
fb(end-1)=F; 

  
% building load vector 
fl=zeros(2*nnod,1); 

  
% force vector 
f=fl+fb; 

  
% fixing from one end (contilever beam) 
% applying boundary condition 
K=K(3:end,3:end); 
M=M(3:end,3:end); 
f=f(3:end); 

  

  
% modla matrix 
mdm=(M)\K; 

  
% eigen values and eigen modes(shape function and natural 

frequencies) 
[V,D]=eig(mdm); 

  
% natural frequencies 
omg=sqrt(D); 
nfr=diag(omg)/(2*pi); 
disp('system natural frequencis are:'); 
disp(sort(nfr)'); 

  

  
% creating proportional DAMPING MATRIX 
C=V.'\(2*zeta*omg*V.'*M); 

  

  
% DYNAMIC DIFORMATIONS CALCULATION    

  
dt=input('time step: '); 

  
% for UNDAMPED structure 
if ~damped 
    C=0*C; 
end 
% 
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% time step 
ts=tl/dt; 
% time nodes 
tn=ts+1; 
% time vector 
t=(0:tn-1)*dt; 

  

  
% !!FORCE definition 
%     am=[20  2]; 
%     fr=[80.6  1]; 
%     F=0; 
%       for n=1:length(am) 
%         F=F+am(n)*sin(2*pi*fr(n)*t); 
%     end  

  
F=ones(1,tn)*F; 

  
% force vector 
f=zeros(2*nnod,tn); 
f(end-1,:)=F; 
f=f(3:end,:);     %boundary condition 

  

  
% CRANK NICOLSON time integration method 
% effective stiffness definiiton 
w=zeros(2*nnod-2,tn); 
dw=w; 
d2w=w;  
fef=zeros(2*nnod-2,tn); 

  
Kef=(4/(dt^2))*M+(2/dt)*C+K; 
for n=1:tn-1 

  
    

fef(:,n+1)=f(:,n+1)+M*(4/(dt^2)*w(:,n)+4/dt*dw(:,n)+d2w(:,n)

)+... 
        C*(2/dt*w(:,n)+dw(:,n)); 
    w(:,n+1)=Kef\fef(:,n+1); 
    dw(:,n+1)=2/dt*(w(:,n+1)-w(:,n))-dw(:,n); 
    d2w(:,n+1)=4/dt^2*(w(:,n+1)-w(:,n))-4/dt*dw(:,n)-

d2w(:,n); 

  
end 

  
% adding boundry conditions to displacement 
flt=zeros(2,tn); 
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w=[flt;w]; 
% plotting accuired data 
W=w(1:2:end,:); 
% end 
X=0:L:bl; 
% plotting time deformation  
%     for m=1:tn 
%         plot(X,W(:,m)) 
%         ylim([-1e-17 1e-17]); 
%         xlim([0 1]); 
%         mv1(m)=getframe(figure(1)); 
%         pause(.1) 
%     end 

  
figure(20); 
plot(t,W(end,:)); 
title('last node diformation in time') 
xlabel('Time [s]'); 
ylabel('Deformation'); 

  
 % plotting the firs nmod mode shapes 

  
zpad=zeros(1,size(V,2)); 
V1=[zpad;zpad;V]; 

  
for m=0:4 

     
    figure(m+11) 
    plot(X,V1(1:2:end,end-m)) 
    title(['mode', num2str(m+1)]); 
    xlim([0 1.2]) 
    ylim([-.4 .4]) 

     
end 
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% Dynamic Contilver Bear Timoshenko theory  
%***********************************************************

**** 

  
clear all 
close all 
clc 
% !!type of analysis 
damped=1; 

  
% !! exciting force 
F=5000; 

  
% !damping ratio 
zeta=.001; 

  
% !! time interval input 
%tl=input('total time range of calculation: '); 
tl=12; 

  
% !! 1D module of elasticity 
E=200e9; 
G=77e9; 
% !!density definition 
ro=7800; 

  
% !!cross section area 
rds=.05; 
ara=rds^2*pi; 

  
% !!simple square cross section of 10 by 10 cm 
I=pi*rds^4/4; 

  
% !!beam length  
bl=1; 

  
% Analytical natural frequencies are: 

  
btal=[1.87,4.69,7.85,11.0,14.137,17.279]; 
wn=sqrt(E*I/(ro*ara))*(btal).^2; 
Fn=wn/(2*pi); 
disp('analytical natural frequencies'); 
disp(Fn); 

  
% inputting number of elements 
ln=input('Enter number of elements pleas: '); 
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% number of nodes 
nnod=ln+1; 

  
% length of each element 
L=bl/ln; 

  
% Timoshenko shear factor 
k=.9; 
phi=12*E*I/(k*ara*G*L^2); 

  
% shape functions and its deravatives 
nr=200;  % discritizing the element to integrate over 

shapefunction 
x=L/nr*(0:nr).'; 
Ne1=1-3*x.^2/L.^2+2*x.^3./L.^3; 
Ne2=x.*(1-2*x./L+x.^2./L.^2); 
Ne3=x.^2/L.^2.*(3-2*x./L); 
Ne4=x.^2/L.*(x./L-1); 
Ne=[Ne1,Ne2,Ne3,Ne4]; 
% 
% local k matrix (stiffness matrix) 
Ke=E*I/((1+phi)*L^3)*... 
    [    12      6*L        -12     6*L 
         6*L  (4+phi)*L^2   -6*L    (2-phi)*L^2 
        -12     -6*L        12     -6*L 
        6*L   (2-phi)*L^2   -6*L    (4+phi)*L^2]; 

  
% building up the assembled STIFFNESS MATRIX 
K=zeros(2*nnod,2*nnod); 
for n=1:ln 
    % local matrix position 
    str=2*n-1; 
    fnl=str+3; 
    K(str:fnl,str:fnl)=K(str:fnl,str:fnl)+Ke; 
end 
%K=sparse(K); 

  

  
% creating CONSISTANT MASS MATRIX 
rz2=I/(ara*L^2); 
Me=ro*ara*L/(1+phi)^2*... 
    [13/35+7/10*phi+1/3*phi.^2+6/5*rz2        

(11/210+11/120*phi+1/24*phi.^2+(1/10-1/2*phi)*rz2)*L              

9/70+3/10*phi+1/6*phi.^2-5/6*rz2                      -

(13/420+3/40*phi+1/24*phi.^2-(1/10-1/2*phi)*rz2)*L 
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    0                                           

(1/105+1/60*phi+1/120*phi.^2+(2/15+1/6*phi+1/3*phi^2)*rz2)*L

^2   (13/420+3/40*phi+1/24*phi^2-(1/10-1/2*phi)*rz2)*L    -

(1/140+1/60*phi+1/120*phi.^2+(1/30+1/6*phi-

1/6*phi.^2)*rz2)*L^2         
    0                                           0                                                                    

13/35+7/10*phi+1/3*phi^2+6/5*rz2                        -

(11/210+11/120*phi+1/24*phi.^2+(1/10-1/2*phi)*rz2)*L 
    0                                           0                                                                    

0                                                       

(1/105+1/60*phi+1/120*phi.^2+(2/15+1/6*phi+1/3*phi^2)*rz2)*L

^2]; 

  
% applying symetry 
for nn=2:4 
    for mm=1:nn-1 
        Me(nn,mm)=Me(mm,nn); 
    end 
end 
M=zeros(2*nnod); 
for n=1:ln 
    % local matrix position 
    str=2*n-1; 
    fnl=str+3; 
    M(str:fnl,str:fnl)=M(str:fnl,str:fnl)+Me; 
end 

  

  
% building boundary vector 
fb=zeros(2*nnod,1); 
fb(end-1)=F; 

  
% building load vector 
fl=zeros(2*nnod,1); 

  
% force vector 
f=fl+fb; 

  
% fixing from one end (contilever beam) 
% applying boundary condition 
K=K(3:end,3:end); 
M=M(3:end,3:end); 
f=f(3:end); 

  

  
% modla matrix 
mdm=(M)\K; 
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% eigen values and eigen modes(shape function and natural 

frequencies) 
[V,D]=eig(mdm); 

  
% natural frequencies 
omg=sqrt(D); 
nfr=diag(omg)/(2*pi); 
disp('system natural frequencis are:'); 
disp(sort(nfr)'); 

  

  
% creating proportional DAMPING MATRIX 
C=V.'\(2*zeta*omg*V.'*M); 

  

  
% DYNAMIC DIFORMATIONS CALCULATION    

  
dt=input('time step: '); 

  
% for UNDAMPED structure 
if ~damped 
    C=0*C; 
end 
% 

  
% time step 
ts=tl/dt; 
% time nodes 
tn=ts+1; 
% time vector 
t=(0:tn-1)*dt; 

  

  
% !!FORCE definition 
%     am=[20  2]; 
%     fr=[80.6  1]; 
%     F=0; 
%       for n=1:length(am) 
%         F=F+am(n)*sin(2*pi*fr(n)*t); 
%     end  

  
F=ones(1,tn)*F; 

  
% force vector 
f=zeros(2*nnod,tn); 
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f(end-1,:)=F; 
f=f(3:end,:);     %boundary condition 

  

  
% CRANK NICOLSON time integration method 
% effective stiffness definiiton 
w=zeros(2*nnod-2,tn); 
dw=w; 
d2w=w;  
fef=zeros(2*nnod-2,tn); 

  
Kef=(4/(dt^2))*M+(2/dt)*C+K; 
for n=1:tn-1 
    if n*dt>.0002 
        f=0*f; 
    end 
    

fef(:,n+1)=f(:,n+1)+M*(4/(dt^2)*w(:,n)+4/dt*dw(:,n)+d2w(:,n)

)+... 
        C*(2/dt*w(:,n)+dw(:,n)); 
    w(:,n+1)=Kef\fef(:,n+1); 
    dw(:,n+1)=2/dt*(w(:,n+1)-w(:,n))-dw(:,n); 
    d2w(:,n+1)=4/dt^2*(w(:,n+1)-w(:,n))-4/dt*dw(:,n)-

d2w(:,n); 

  
end 

  
% adding boundry conditions to displacement 
flt=zeros(2,tn); 
w=[flt;w]; 
% plotting accuired data 
W=w(1:2:end,:); 
% end 
X=0:L:bl; 

  
% End poing time plot 
figure(20); 
plot(t,W(end,:)); 
title('last node diformation in time') 
xlabel('Time [s]'); 
ylabel('Deformation'); 

  
 % plotting the firs nmod mode shapes 

  
zpad=zeros(1,size(V,2)); 
V1=[zpad;zpad;V]; 
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for m=0:4 

     
    figure(m+11) 
    plot(X,V1(1:2:end,end-m)) 
    title(['mode', num2str(m+1)]); 
    xlim([0 1.2]) 
    ylim([-.4 .4]) 

     
end 

  
%{ 
%% making time diformation movie 
clearvars -except W X 
n=1; 
frcn=1000; 
mov=struct([]); 
mov(frcn).cdata=0; 
mov(frcn).colormap=0; 
figure(30); 
for k=1:1:frcn 
    plot(X,W(:,k)) 
    axis([0 1.2 -.001 .001]) 
    title('Impulse response') 
    xlabel('beam length (m)') 
    ylabel('deformation (m)')     
    mov(n)=getframe; 
    n=n+1; 
end 
movie(mov,1,35) 
movie2avi(mov,'resdyn','compression','Cinepak','fps',35); 
%} 
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% 

************************************************************

****** 
% Dynamic analysis of three beam connected as struts and 

blade 
% 

************************************************************

****** 

  
%{ 
assuming the geometry to be cosist of two struts and one 

blade each of them 
have the same shape and length and property all circular 

with diameter of 
10 centimeters. each of struts are sticking out of the 

rotating shaft which 
in this code supposed to be fixed as ground and diverg by 

the angle of 
alpha their initial distance is .2m and they are connected 

to the blade at 
it's tip distance of .2m. 
The purpose of the code is to simulate the structural 

beaviour and 
calculating the eigen values of the structure. 
for simplicity it is better to have 5k number of elements at 

each beam. 
%} 

  
clear all; close all; clc; 

  
load matrices 

  

  
% !!! assembling matrices (Beam mass and Stiffness matrix) 

  

  
%{ 
not very efficient way of meshing have been used each beam 

is meshed 
seperately to be able to make its own stiffness and mass 

matrix. 
%} 

  
ln1=length(M{1}); ln2=length(M{2}); ln3=length(M{3}); 
ttlngth=ln1+ln2+ln3;    

  
% !! memory allocation 
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Mx=zeros(ttlngth);              % putting all the matrices 

together 
Kx=zeros(ttlngth);              % expanded mass and 

stiffness matrix 

  

  
% !! assembling the expanded matrices 
Mx(1:ln1,1:ln1)=Mx(1:ln1,1:ln1)+M{1}; 
Kx(1:ln1,1:ln1)=Kx(1:ln1,1:ln1)+K{1}; 
str=ln1+1; stp=ln1+ln2; 
Mx(str:stp,str:stp)=Mx(str:stp,str:stp)+M{2}; 
Kx(str:stp,str:stp)=Kx(str:stp,str:stp)+K{2}; 
str=ln1+ln2+1;   stp=nan;  % to avoid misuse;   
Mx(str:end,str:end)=Mx(str:end,str:end)+M{3}; 
Kx(str:end,str:end)=Kx(str:end,str:end)+K{3}; 

  
Ma=Mx; Ka=Kx; 

  
% !! finding connected nodes in the second beam 

  
ncnct=2;            % number of connection between beams 

  
cnctn=.2;           % length ratio of the joint on the beam 

  
% number of the first joint node located on the beam2 
nd1=round((ln2/6-1)*cnctn)+1;   
% number of the second joint node located on the beam2 
nd2=round((ln2/6-1)*(1-cnctn))+1; 

  

  
%{ 
assuming that the beams are clamped and uniformly joined to 

each 
other at their center. 

  
merging two nodes and associating degrees of freedom and 

canceling 6 
degrees of freedom from the system for each joint 
%} 

  
clear str stp   % to avoid mixing with other variables 

  
% !!! Merging Joints -Degree of freedoms- 

  
% !! First joint 
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% index of degrees of freedom that are going to be merged 
str=ln1+6*(nd1-1)+1; 
stp=str+5; 

  
Ma(ln1-5:ln1,:)=Ma(ln1-5:ln1,:)+Ma(str:stp,:); 
Ma(:,ln1-5:ln1)=Ma(:,ln1-5:ln1)+Ma(:,str:stp); 

  
Ka(ln1-5:ln1,:)=Ka(ln1-5:ln1,:)+Ka(str:stp,:); 
Ka(:,ln1-5:ln1)=Ka(:,ln1-5:ln1)+Ka(:,str:stp); 

  

  

  
str2=ln1+6*(nd2-1)+1; stp2=str2+5; 

  
% ! merging the second joint -degrees of freedom-  
str2=ln1+6*(nd2-1)+1; stp2=str2+5; 
str3=ln1+ln2+1; stp3=str3+5;  

  

  
Ma(str2:stp2,:)=Ma(str2:stp2,:)+Ma(str3:stp3,:); 
Ma(:,str2:stp2)=Ma(:,str2:stp2)+Ma(:,str3:stp3); 

  
Ka(str2:stp2,:)=Ka(str2:stp2,:)+Ka(str3:stp3,:); 
Ka(:,str2:stp2)=Ka(:,str2:stp2)+Ka(:,str3:stp3); 

  

  

  
% !! deleting the excessive degrees of freedom 
% the six associative rows and columns to get final 

assembled mass and 
% stiffness matrix 

  
Ma(str3:stp3,:)=[]; 
Ma(:,str3:stp3)=[]; 
Ma(str:stp,:)=[]; 
Ma(:,str:stp)=[]; 

  
Ka(str3:stp3,:)=[]; 
Ka(:,str3:stp3)=[]; 
Ka(str:stp,:)=[]; 
Ka(:,str:stp)=[]; 
clear M K 

  
%% !!! applying boundary condition 
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M11=Ma(7:end-6,7:end-6); 
K11=Ka(7:end-6,7:end-6); 

  

  
%% !!! calculating eigen values 
mdm=M11\K11; 
[egV,egD]=eig(mdm); 
% natural frequencies 
omg=sqrt(egD); 
nfr=diag(omg)/(2*pi); 
disp('system natural frequencis are:'); 
disp(nfr.'); 

  
% !!! creating damping matrix 
zeta=.001;               % proportional damping coefficient 
C11=egV.'\(2*zeta*omg*egV.'*M11); 

  

  
% !! defining time vector 
tl=5;       % tim length 
dt=input('please input time step: '); 

  
ts=tl/dt;       % number of time steps 
tn=ts+1;        % number of nodes 
t=(0:tn-1)*dt;  % time vector 

  

  
% memory allocation 
ndg=length(M11);          % number of degrees of freedom 
f=zeros(ndg,tn); 
Q11=zeros(ndg,tn); 
dQ=Q11; 
d2Q=Q11; 
fef=zeros(ndg,tn); 

  
% !! force-time matrix for constant force 
for m=ln1-4:6:ln1+ln2-6 
    f(m,:)=2000; 
end 

  

  
% !!! CRANK NICOLSON time integration method 
% effective stiffness  
Kef=(4/(dt^2))*M11+(2/dt)*C11+K11; 
for n=1:tn-1 
    if n*dt>.005 
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        f=0*f; 
    end 
    % effective force 
    

fef(:,n+1)=f(:,n+1)+M11*(4/(dt^2)*Q11(:,n)+4/dt*dQ(:,n)+d2Q(

:,n))+... 
        C11*(2/dt*Q11(:,n)+dQ(:,n)); 
    Q11(:,n+1)=Kef\fef(:,n+1); 
    dQ(:,n+1)=2/dt*(Q11(:,n+1)-Q11(:,n))-dQ(:,n); 
    d2Q(:,n+1)=4/dt^2*(Q11(:,n+1)-Q11(:,n))-4/dt*dQ(:,n)-

d2Q(:,n); 

  
end 

  
%% differntiating diformations 
u11=Q11(1:6:end,:); % x direction diformation 
v11=Q11(2:6:end,:); % y direction difromation 
w11=Q11(3:6:end,:); % z direction diformation 

  

  
%% ploting the beams 

  
% structure node positions 
locnod=zeros(33,3);     % node location memory allocation 

  
%% first struts nodes 
for nn=1:10 
    A1=(nn-1)*.5/9;     % x coordinate 
    B1=(nn-1)*.2/9+.1;     % y coordinate 
    locnod(nn,1:2)=[A1,B1]; 
end 

  

  
%% blade nodes 
for nn=11:25 
    if nn==14 
        continue 
    end 
    A1=.5; 
    B1=.5-(nn-11)*1/14; 
    if nn<14 
        locnod(nn,1:2)=[A1,B1]; 
    else 
        locnod(nn-1,1:2)=[A1,B1]; 
    end 
end 
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%% second strut nodes 
for nn=25:33 
    A1=(nn-24)*(-.5/9)+.5; 
    B1=(nn-24)*(.2/9)-.3; 
    locnod(nn,1:2)=[A1,B1]; 
end 

  
strut2=zeros(10,3); 
blade=zeros(15,3); 
strut1=locnod(1:10,:); 
blade(1:3,:)=locnod(11:13,:); 
blade(4,:)=locnod(10,:); 
blade(5:15,:)=locnod(14:24,:); 
strut2(1,:)=locnod(21,:); 
strut2(2:end,:)=locnod(25:end,:); 

  

  
figure(50) 
plot3(strut1(:,1),strut1(:,2),strut1(:,3)) 
grid; 
hold on; 
title(' Structure shape') 
xlabel('x') 
ylabel('y') 
zlabel('z') 

  
plot3(blade(:,1),blade(:,2),blade(:,3)); 
plot3(strut2(:,1),strut2(:,2),strut2(:,3)) 
axis([-.1 .8 -.7 .7 -1 1]) 
hold off 

  
%% mode shapes 

  
locnod(:,3)=locnod(:,2); 
locnod(:,2)=zeros(33,1); 
un=2*egV(1:6:end,:); 
vn=2*egV(2:6:end,:); 
wn=2*egV(3:6:end,:); 
[nfr,frind]=sort(nfr); 
defnod=locnod; 
for mm=1:5 
   defnod(2:32,1)=locnod(2:32,1)+un(:,frind(mm)); 
   defnod(2:32,2)=locnod(2:32,2)+vn(:,frind(mm)); 
   defnod(2:32,3)=locnod(2:32,3)+wn(:,frind(mm)); 
   figure(60+mm) 
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    strut1=defnod(1:10,:); 
    blade(1:3,:)=defnod(11:13,:); 
    blade(4,:)=defnod(10,:); 
    blade(5:15,:)=defnod(14:24,:); 
    strut2(1,:)=defnod(21,:); 
    strut2(2:10,:)=defnod(25:end,:); 
    plot3(strut1(:,1),strut1(:,2),strut1(:,3)) 
    grid; 
    hold on; 
    title(' Structure shape') 
    xlabel('x') 
    ylabel('y') 
    zlabel('z') 

  
    plot3(blade(:,1),blade(:,2),blade(:,3)); 
    plot3(strut2(:,1),strut2(:,2),strut2(:,3)) 
    axis([-.1 .8 -.7 .7 -1 1]) 

    
end 

  

  
%% creating movie 

  
clearvars -except locnod u11 v11 w11 
defnod=locnod; 
mov=getframe; 
mov(1000).colormap=[]; 
for mm=1:500 
   defnod(2:32,1)=locnod(2:32,1)+u11(:,mm)*100; 
   defnod(2:32,2)=locnod(2:32,2)+v11(:,mm)*100; 
   defnod(2:32,3)=locnod(2:32,3)+w11(:,mm)*100; 

    
    strut1=defnod(1:10,:); 
    blade(1:3,:)=defnod(11:13,:); 
    blade(4,:)=defnod(10,:); 
    blade(5:15,:)=defnod(14:24,:); 
    strut2(1,:)=defnod(21,:); 
    strut2(2:10,:)=defnod(25:end,:); 
    figure(70) 
    plot3(strut1(:,1),strut1(:,2),strut1(:,3)) 
    title(' Structure shape') 
    xlabel('x') 
    ylabel('y') 
    zlabel('z') 
    hold on; 
    plot3(blade(:,1),blade(:,2),blade(:,3));  
    plot3(strut2(:,1),strut2(:,2),strut2(:,3)); 
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    axis([-.1 .8 -.7 .7 -1 1]) 
    grid 
    mov(mm)=getframe; 
    hold off 
end 
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Appendix B 

This part consists of the programs that either replaced in the main 

simulation or can be replaced to improve the structural module of the 

simulation. 

classdef materialcl 
    %MATERIAL which are the beam consist of 
    %   Detailed explanation goes here 

     
    properties 
        name 
        density 
        elasticmodulus 
        shearmodulus 
        poisonsratio 
        UltimateSt 
        YieldSt 
        EnduranceLmt 
    end 

     
    methods 
        function thisobj=materialcl(name, 

ro,E,G,nu,Ust,Yst,EndLmt) 
            if nargin==8 
                thisobj.name=name; 
                thisobj.density=ro; 
                thisobj.elasticmodulus=E; 
                thisobj.shearmodulus=G; 
                thisobj.poisonsratio=nu; 
                thisobj.UltimateSt=Ust; 
                thisobj.YieldSt=Yst; 
                thisobj.EnduranceLmt=EndLmt; 

                 
            elseif nargin==5 
                thisobj.name=name; 
                thisobj.density=ro; 
                thisobj.elasticmodulus=E; 
                thisobj.shearmodulus=G; 
                thisobj.poisonsratio=nu; 

                     
            end 
        end 
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    end 

     
end 

 

 

 

 

classdef beamcl 

     
% 

************************************************************

************ 
% Beam Properties and parameters definition 
% writen by Damoon R. summer 2012 
%***********************************************************

**************    

        
    properties (Access=public)         
        %% material 

         
        material={materialcl('steel 1045 

CD',7.8e3,200e9,77e9,.3)}; 

         
        %%  Geometry properties 
        section={struct('part',struct('shape','cyrcle',... 
            'symmetric',true,'shell', 

false,'radious',.05,'y',nan,... 
            

'z',nan,'thick',nan,'width',nan,'height',nan,'chord',nan),..

. 
            'symmetric',true)}; 

         
        Area=pi*.05^2;          % element corss section area         

         
        %% Section Shape properties 
        Izz=pi*.05^4/4;          % second moment of inertia 

around axis z 
        Iyy=pi*.05^4/4;          % second moment of inertia 

around axis y 
        Izy=0; 
        J=pi*.05^4/2;               % torsiona stiffness 
        zE=0                        % elastic center 
        yE=0                        % elastic center 
        zSh=0                       % shear center 
        ySh=0                       % shear center 
        zg=0                        % mass center 
        yg=0                        % mass center 
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        kz=.9                        % Timoshenko shear 

factor 
        ky=.9                        % Timoshenko shear 

factor 

         
        %% longitudinal properties 
        uniform=true;           % if the beam has a uniform 

shape along it's axis 
        Rb=eye(3);              % beam transfer matrix due 

to orientation 
        bln=1                   % beam length 
        lmntlnst=.1;            % approximate elements 

length 
        jnt=nan;                % clamped joints position 

length ratio 
        bndr=nan;               % fixed boundaries position 

length ratio 
        lmntln                   % element length matrix 
        nodepstn                 % node positions (length 

from head of the beam) 

         
        %% Beam Mass and Stiffness matrices 
        Mb                      % mass matrix 
        Kb                      % stiffness matrix 

         
    end  

     
 % 

************************************************************

******  
    properties (Constant) 
    end 

  

    
 % 

************************************************************

******** 
    properties (Dependent) 

         
        R                   % beam rotation considering 

principle axis 

         
        % principle axis orientation-yz rotation in positive 

direction 
        alphaprin 
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        Iz                       % principle moment of 

intertia 
        Iy                       % principle moment of 

inertia 
        Ic 

                 
    end 

     

     
 % 

************************************************************

********* 
    methods        
        %% getting the R considering principal axis 

transformation 
        % ! rotation transformation from turbine coordinate 

to principal 
        % axis coordinate. 

         
        function R=get.R(thisobj) 

         
            % yz rotation alphaprin to principal axis in 

positive x 
            % direction measured from y axis 
            phi=thisobj.alphaprin;             
            R=[1  0  0; 0  cos(phi)  sin(phi); 0  -sin(phi)  

cos(phi)]... 
                *thisobj.Rb; 

             
        end 

         

              
        %% Angle of principle axis 
        function alpha=get.alphaprin(thisobj) 

             
            sctn=thisobj.section; 

                     
            if sctn{1}.symmetric==true 
                alpha=0; 
            else 

                 
                % calculating the priciple angle from the y 

axis in 
                % positive rotation direction in yz plane. 
                alpha=.5*atan(2.*thisobj.Izy./(thisobj.Iyy-

thisobj.Izz)); 
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                % rounding the vlaue by 2 digit acuracy 
                alpha=round(alpha(1)*100)/100;      

  
            end      

                 
        end 

         
        %% Principle moment of inertia 

         
        % getting principle axis momentum around y axis 
        function Iy=get.Iy(obj) 
            if obj.alphaprin==0 
                Iy=obj.Iyy; 
            else 
                Iy=thisobj.Iyy.*(cos(alpha).^2)+... 
                    

thisobj.Izz.*(sin(alpha)).^2+thisobj.Izy.*sin(2*alpha); 
            end 
        end 

         
        % getting principle axis momentum around z axis 
        function Iz=get.Iz(obj) 
            if obj.alphaprin==0 
                Iz=obj.Izz; 
            else 
                Iz=thisobj.Izz.*(cos(alpha).^2)+... 
                    thisobj.Iyy.*(sin(alpha)).^2-

thisobj.Izy.*sin(2*alpha); 
            end 
        end 

         
        %% Longitudinal momentum inertia 
        function Ic=get.Ic(obj) 
            Ic=obj.Iy+obj.Iz+(obj.zg.^2+obj.yg.^2)*obj.Area; 
        end 

        
        %% Meshing 
        function thisobj=meshing(thisobj)             
            %% initial uniform meshing 
            bmlngt=thisobj.bln;              % beam length 
            lmntsz=thisobj.lmntlnst;        % approximate 

element size 
            nblmnt=ceil(bmlngt/lmntsz); 
            ll=bmlngt/nblmnt*ones(1,nblmnt); 
            ndpst=[0,cumsum(ll)];    % position of the nodes 

             
            %% joint considaration 
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            if ~isnan(thisobj.jnt) 

                 
                nmjnt=size(thisobj.jnt,1); 

                 
                for m=1:nmjnt; 
                    % joint distance from beam end 
                    jntdst=thisobj.jnt(m,1)*thisobj.bln; 

                                         
                    % pstn1(1) shows the number of the 

element that 
                    % the joint is placed inside 
                    pstn1=find((ndpst-jntdst)>=-1E-9); 

                     
                    % rsdl is the distance of the joint with 

the node 
                    % behind it in the beam 

                     
                    % if the joint was the first element 
                    if pstn1(1)==1 
                        thisobj.jnt(m,2)=1; 
                        continue 
                    end 

                     

                     
                    rsdl=jntdst-ndpst(pstn1(1)-1); 

                                         
                    % the joint distance from the middle of 

the element 
                    % havebeen mesured if the ration is less 

than a 
                    % specific value it is rational to 

create another 
                    % element. The VALUE IS CHOSEN 

ARBITRARYLY AND CAN 
                    % BE SET BY THE DESIGNER INTEREST.betwee 

0~.45 

                     
                    if abs(rsdl/ll(pstn1(1)-1)-.5)>.3 

                         
                        thisobj.jnt(m,2)= 

pstn1(1)+round(rsdl/ll(pstn1(1)-1))-1; 

                         
                    else 

                         
                        thisobj.jnt(m,2)= pstn1(1); 
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                        ll=[ll(1:(pstn1(1)-2)) rsdl 

ll(pstn1(1)-1)-rsdl ll((pstn1(1)):end)]; 
                        ndpst=[0,cumsum(ll)]; 
                    end                     

                     
                end 

                 
            end 

             
            thisobj.lmntln=ll;      % element length matrix             
            thisobj.nodepstn=ndpst; 

             
            %% boundary considaration 
            if ~isnan(thisobj.bndr) 

                 
                nmbnd=size(thisobj.bndr,1); 
                if nmbnd>1 
                    error('Class beam only accept one 

boundary'); 
                end 

                     
                % joint distance from beam end 
                bnddst=thisobj.bndr(1)*thisobj.bln; 
                lmnln=cumsum(ll); 
                pstn1=find((lmnln-bnddst)>0); 
                if pstn1(1)==1 
                    rsdl=bnddst; 
                else 
                    rsdl=bnddst-lmnln(pstn1(1)-1); 
                end 
                thisobj.bndr(2)= 

pstn1(1)+round(rsdl/ll(pstn1(1))); 
            end 

             
        end 

                              
    end 

        

     
end 

  
%{ 

  
review 02 08 2012 
only one boundary condition at each beam is applicable 
element joint position adaptation applyed 
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boundary and joint node indexing applyed 

  
review 29 08 2012 
changed the way section defined, now it can be consist of 

deifferent parts 
for the cross section. 

  
%} 
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% 

************************************************************

************* 
% DEFINING BEAM PROPERTIES 
% 

************************************************************

************* 

  
% writen by Damoon R. summer 2012 

  
clear all;close all;clc 

  
%% Material Definition 

  
load materials 

  
%% Beams 

  
% input number of beams 
nmb=2;          % number of beams 

  

  
% memory allocation 
beam=cell(1,nmb); 

  
for n=1:nmb 
    beam{n}=beamcl; 
end 

  

  
%% beam 1 

  
beam{1}.jnt=1;                  % joint -length proportion- 
beam{1}.bln=1;                  % beam length 
beam{1}.bndr=0;                 % boudary -length 

proportion- 
beam{1}=meshing(beam{1});       % meshing 
% ____ setup properties___ 
beam{1}=setupmatrices(beam{1}); % matrices 

  

  
%% beam 2 
beam{2}.jnt=0; 
beam{2}.bndr=nan; 
beam{2}.Rb=[0 1 0;-1 0 0; 0 0 1]; 
beam{2}=meshing(beam{2}); 
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%________ setup protperties__________ 
beam{2}=setupmatrices(beam{2}); 

  

  
%% General structure properties 
% !! damping 

  
% __________can be improved by assigning different damping 

ratio for diiferent 
% modes._____________ 
zeta=.001; 

  
%% boundary condition redefining 
nmbndr=0; 
for n=1:nmb 
    if ~isnan(beam{n}.bndr) 
        nmbndr=nmbndr+1; 
        if size(beam{n}.bndr,1)>1 
            error('curently only one boundary at each beam 

can be implemented') 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
%% joint defining 

  
% joint is defined as a cell array of 2x2 matrices the first 

colomn is the 
% number of beams that are joint to gether and the second 

column includes 
% the respective node associated with the joint. 

  
joint=[]; 

  
joint={[1,beam{1}.jnt(1,2);2,1]}; 

  
%% saving needed data 

  

  
save structure beam joint nmbndr zeta 
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% 

************************************************************

*********** 
% MAIN ELASTIC DEFORMATION CALCULATION 
% 

************************************************************

*********** 

  
% writen by Damoon R. summer 2012 

  
close all; clear all; clc; 
%% Beam and joints input 

  
load structure 

  
% each joint is described by a two by two matrix which the 

first column in 
% number of the beams and the second column is number of the 

joints 
% respective to the assocciated beam. 

  

  
%% Assembling Matrices 

  
nmjnt=length(joint);          % number of connection between 

beams 

  
nmb=length(beam);             % taking number of the beams 

  
lnMb=zeros(1,nmb);       % distinctive length(DOF) of each 

beam mass matrix 

  
for n=1:nmb 

     
    lnMb(n)=length(beam{n}.Mb); 

     
end 

  
exln=sum(lnMb(:));             % length of extended mass 

matrix 
Mx=zeros(exln);                % allocating memory for 

extended mass matrix 
Kx=zeros(exln); 

  
% !! assembling EXTENDED MASS matrix by putting together 

beam mass matrix 
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for n=1:nmb 

     
    stp=sum(lnMb(1:n));              % end point 
    str=stp-lnMb(n)+1;               % start point  
    Mx(str:stp,str:stp)=Mx(str:stp,str:stp)+beam{n}.Mb; 
    Kx(str:stp,str:stp)=Kx(str:stp,str:stp)+beam{n}.Kb; 

  
end 

  
clear str stp                       % avoiding miss use of 

variable 

  

  
% !! MERGING CONNECTED NODES 

  
Ma=Mx; Ka=Kx;                   % assigning value for 

assembled matrices 

  
% memory allocation for the assocciate joint nodes 
nd1=zeros(1,nmjnt);  % first node number           
nd2=nd1;             % second node number 
stp1=nd1;           % number of final DOF for node1 
str1=stp1;          % number of initial DOF for node1 
stp2=nd2;           % number of final DOF for node2 
str2=stp2;          % number of initial DOF for node2 

  
for n=1:nmjnt 

     
    jntn=joint{n}; 
    bm1=jntn(1,1); bm2=jntn(2,1);        % no. of the 

connected beams 

     
    % the first node of the joint 
    nd1(n)=(sum(lnMb(1:bm1-1)))/6+jntn(1,2); 

     
    % the node number which will be merged and vanish by 

unifying it by the 
    % second node 
    nd2(n)=(sum(lnMb(1:bm2-1)))/6+jntn(2,2);   

     
    %{ 
    assuming that the beams are clamped and uniformly joined 

to each 
    other at their center. 
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    merging two nodes and associating degrees of freedom and 

canceling 6 
    degrees of freedom from the system for each joint 
    %} 

     
    stp1(n)=nd1(n)*6; 
    str1(n)=stp1(n)-5; 

     
    stp2(n)=nd2(n)*6; 
    str2(n)=stp2(n)-5; 

     
    

Ma(str1(n):stp1(n),:)=Ma(str1(n):stp1(n),:)+Ma(str2(n):stp2(

n),:); 
    

Ma(:,str1(n):stp1(n))=Ma(:,str1(n):stp1(n))+Ma(:,str2(n):stp

2(n)); 

  
    

Ka(str1(n):stp1(n),:)=Ka(str1(n):stp1(n),:)+Ka(str2(n):stp2(

n),:); 
    

Ka(:,str1(n):stp1(n))=Ka(:,str1(n):stp1(n))+Ka(:,str2(n):stp

2(n)); 

  

     
end 

  

  
% !! deleting excesive degrees of freedom 
str2=sort(str2); 
stp2=sort(stp2); 

  
for n=nmjnt:-1:1 

  
    % !! deleting the excessive degrees of freedom 
    Ma(str2(n):stp2(n),:)=[]; 
    Ma(:,str2(n):stp2(n))=[]; 

  
    Ka(str2(n):stp2(n),:)=[]; 
    Ka(:,str2(n):stp2(n))=[]; 

  
end 

  
% clear str1 stp1 str2 stp2 nd1 Mx Kx 
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sort nd2        % to keep track of omited nodes 

  
% IMPORTANT 
% if the code improved to non clamped joints then the 

omitted DOFs needed 
% to be saved. which are str2 and stp2 

  

  

  
%% Applying boundary conditions 

  

  
% !!! Fixed boundaries 
% nmbndr is number of boundary conditions which is counted 

and saved 
% in structure. 

  
ndbn=0;                 % boundary node counter in the 

bellow for loop 
ndx=zeros(nmbndr,1);    % node number of the boundary 

condition in extended matrix 
nd=zeros(nmbndr,1);     % node number of the boundary in 

assembled matrix 

  
% assuming there is no more than one boundary condition on 

one beam and 
% it is totally fixed. Q, dQ and d2Q are equal to zero. 

  
for n=1:nmb         % number of beams     
    %% omitting known DOFs  

     
    if ~isnan(beam{n}.bndr) 

         
       % node number in extended matrix  
       ndx(ndbn+1)=sum(lnMb(1:n-1))/6+beam{n}.bndr(2);  
       nd(ndbn+1)=ndx(ndbn+1)-sum(ndx(ndbn+1)>nd2)-ndbn; 
       stp=6*nd; 
       strt=stp-5; 
       ndbn=ndbn+1; 
       Ma(strt:stp,:)=[]; 
       Ka(strt:stp,:)=[]; 
       Ma(:,strt:stp)=[]; 
       Ka(:,strt:stp)=[]; 
       ndbn=ndbn+1; 
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    end 

     
end 

  
M11=Ma; K11=Ka; 

  
%% Creating damping proportional to modal mass matrix and 

extraction of modal values 

  
% !!! calculating eigen values 
mdm=M11\K11;                % modal matrix 
[egvec,egval]=eig(mdm); 
% natural angular frequencies 
omgn=sqrt(egval); 
nfr=diag(omgn)/(2*pi);       % natural frequencies 
disp('system natural frequencis are:'); 
nfr=sort(nfr).'; 
disp(nfr); 

  
% !!! creating damping matrix 
if ~exist('zeta','var'); 
    disp(' No value has been assigned to damping ration it 

will be assumed to be .001'); 
    zeta=.001;               % proportional damping 

coefficient 
end 

  
% creating the modal mass proportional damping matrix 
C11=egvec.'\(2*zeta*omgn*egvec.'*M11); 

  
%% Static or Dynamic 
% dynamic=input(' For dynamic simulation enter 1 and 0 for 

static simulation: '); 
dynamic =1; 

  
if dynamic 
    %% Getting Force Vector & Time Marching 

  
%     tl=input('enter the time interval for the simulation: 

'); 
%     dt=input('enter the time step: '); 

  
    tl=10; 
    dt=.0005; 

  
    rslts=timeint(M11,C11,K11,tl,dt); 
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    Q=rslts.Q;                              % 

displacement(node,time) 
    dQ=rslts.dQ;                            % first 

deravative 
    d2Q=rslts.d2Q;                          % second 

deravative 
    t=rslts.t;                              % time vector 
else 

     
    f=zeros(length(K11),1); 
    f=getforce(f); 
    Q=K\f; 

     
end 

  
delx=Q(1:6:end,:); 
dely=Q(2:6:end,:); 
delz=Q(3:6:end,:); 
rotx=Q(4:6:end,:); 
roty=Q(5:6:end,:); 
rotz=Q(6:6:end,:); 
clear Q 

  
%% Saving and Exporting 

  

  
%% Dispalying Values 
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% Calculation of Timoshenko shear coefficient. 
% 

************************************************************

************* 

  
close all 
clear all 
clc 

  
load data 

  
% variable definition 
E=210E9; 
alpha=alphaprincipalaxis; 
y=part(1).y; 
z=part(1).z; 
zp1=part(1,1).zprincipal; 
yp1=part(1,1).yprincipal; 
zp2=part(1,2).zprincipal; 
yp2=part(1,2).yprincipal; 

  
dy=diff(yp1')'; 
dy=abs(dy); 
dz=diff(zp1')'; 
dz=abs(dz); 
dy(:,400)=yp1(:,400)-yp1(:,1); 
dz(:,400)=zp1(:,400)-zp1(:,1); 
dL=sqrt(dy.^2+dz.^2); 

  
Cz=sum(z.*abs(dL),2)./sum(abs(dL),2); 
Cy=sum(y.*abs(dL),2)./sum(abs(dL),2); 

  

  

  
Iyy1=sum((z-Cz*ones(1,400)).^2.*part(1,1).dS,2); 
Izz1=sum((y-Cy*ones(1,400)).^2.*part(1,1).dS,2); 
Iyy2=propIy2; 
Izz2=propIz2; 
Iyy3=propIy3; 
Izz3=propIz3; 
Ipy=propIyprincipal; 
Ipz=propIzprincipal; 

  
[mz,n1]=min(zp1,[],2); 
[mny,n2]=min(yp1,[],2); 
[mxy,n3]=max(yp1,[],2);  % where the maximum of y happens 
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% figures 

  
figure 
hold on 
plot(z(1,:),y(1,:)) 
plot(zp2(1,:),yp2(1,:)); 
title('airfil cross section') 
xlabel('z axis') 
ylabel('y axis') 
xlim([-.05 .11]) 
axis equal 

  
plot(Cz(1),Cy(1),'*') 

  

  
% timoshenko shear factor 

  
% using the formulation based on mean shear energy 

k=I^2/(A^2*intgrl( 
% Q/t)^2dA) 
% where Q=intgrl(ydA) 

  
% getting to know ty and tz and y and z origin has set to be 

at the center 
% of the surface stiffness. 

  

  

  
% caculating ky 
cnst1=Iyy1.^2./part(1,1).area; 
frsint=0; 
scnint=0; 
for nn=2:length(dL)/2 
    frsint=frsint+(z(1,nn)-Cz(1)).*abs(dL(1,nn)); 
%     ar=z(1,:)>z(1,nn); 
%     frsint=.5*sum(ar(1,:).*(z(1,:)-

Cz(1)*ones(1,400)).*dL(1,:),2); 
%     edge=find(ar); 
%     dl1=dz(1,edge(1))/dy(1,edge(1)); 
%     dl2=dz(1,edge(end))/dy(1,edge(end)); 
%     DL=abs(z(1,nn+1)-

z(1,nn))*(1/sin(atan(dl1))+1/sin(atan(dl2))); 
%     scnint=scnint+part(1,1).shellthick*frsint.^2.*DL; 
    

scnint=scnint+2*part(1,1).shellthick*frsint.^2.*abs(dL(:,nn)

); 
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end 

  
ky=cnst1(1)./scnint(1); 
disp('the timoshenko coefficient for bending around y axis 

is:'); 
disp(ky); 
disp(''); 

  

  
% calculating kz 

  
cnst2=Izz1.^2./part(1,1).area; 
frsint=0; 
scnint=0; 

  

  
% reordering the coordinates to make the calculation easy 

  
del=(mxy-mny)/200; 

  
for nn=1:200 
    ar=y(1,:)>=(mxy(1)-nn*del(1)); 
    frsint=.5*sum(ar(1,:).*(y(1,:)-

Cy(1)*ones(1,400)).*dL(1,:),2); 
    edge=find(ar); 
    dl1=dy(1,edge(1))/dz(1,edge(1)); 
    dl2=dy(1,edge(end))/dz(1,edge(end)); 
    DL=del(1)*(1/sin(atan(dl1))+1/sin(atan(dl2))); 
    scnint=scnint+part(1,1).shellthick*frsint.^2.*DL; 
end 

  
kz=1.3*cnst2(1)./scnint(1); 
disp('the timoshenko coefficient for bending around z axis 

is: ') 
disp(kz); 
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